Dandelions remind me of growing up in the Midwest and seeing the cheery, yellow blooms pop up in the middle of the yard. While the adults saw them as annoying weeds, we saw simple, happy flowers that made charming bouquets, could be twisted into necklaces and rubbed onto our skin to make a lovely golden color.

Even better than the yellow beauties were the mature puff balls of seeds. We knew our dreams were sure to come true if we could blow all the seeds off the stem in one big breath. The graceful dance of seeds traveling in the breeze gave flight to our wishes on warm sunny days.

Remember those simple pleasures… make a wish and blow!
**RPQP TT111/ RPQP TT111G**
Fringe Grey  68"x82"

See pattern for additional colorways.

**RPQP TT112/ RPQP TT112G**
Farmhouse Crossing  60"x60"

See pattern for additional colorways.

**RPQP TT113/ RPQP TT113G**
Towards the Sun-Pink  40"x50"

**RPQP TT114/ RPQP TT114G**
Positively Bohemian  72"x86"

OCTOBER DELIVERY
JR’s, LC’s, MC’s and PP’s include two each of 48633, 48636 and 48626-28

OCTOBER DELIVERY

- 30 Prints
- 100% Premium Cotton

www.modafabrics.com